Numerical Prediction of Trailing Edge Noise at Low Reynolds Number with Modified Trailing Edges of a NACA 0015 Airfoil
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ABSTRACT

Global concern about high noise levels in areas near airports and wind farms has generated interest from various groups due to factors such as potential health problems and dissatisfaction among the local community. To accommodate this worthwhile plan of further reducing overall noise levels, some researchers are working on lowering the contribution of trailing-edge noise. The original scientific contribution of this study lies on understanding the efficiency of various trailing edge designs such as baseline, serrations, comb and comb-serrated, across different angles of attack and Reynolds numbers, while also addressing the limitations of existing geometrical models for trailing edges. The study intends to examine the performance of these different configurations, with an emphasis on their effect on acoustic responses. By utilizing large-eddy simulation and applying the Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings models for noise prediction, an investigation was conducted to assess the impact of these trailing edge configurations on radiated noise at a low Reynolds number of $1.6 \times 10^5$. The numerical predictions of lift coefficient and surface pressure fluctuations are compared and validated with a published study and experimental data, showing satisfactory results. Further analysis of these study has demonstrated that prominent peaks at lower frequencies ($<10^3$) are observed, which are identified as the characteristic frequencies. Moreover, results showed irregular broadband noise (300 - 600 Hz) with increased noise and shifting peak frequency as angle of attack rose. The serrated trailing edge design notably reduced noise levels by roughly 21 dB, especially for low frequencies. Comb-serration increased high-frequency noise by about 9 dB for angles of attack at 0°, -1, and -2°, and achieved a reduction of approximately 9 dB for angles of attack at 1 and 2°. On the other hand, the directivity pattern showed that the maximum noise level is observed to predominantly radiate at an azimuth angle of around 90 degrees for all the cases, ranging from 90° to 270°, indicating that the majority of the source's acoustic energy is being emitted on the suction and pressure sides of the airfoil.
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1. Introduction

The Rapid growth of surrounding airports, increase in the wind turbines usage [1] and high level of aircraft generated noise have evoked awareness about noise hazards [2-4]. As a result, strict...
measures are being imposed on aviation industries [5-7]. Consequently, this has sparked interest in understanding the fundamental mechanisms of noise generation [2, 8, 9] as well as inventing ways of mitigating radiated noise [4, 5, 10, 12, 13]. This heightened attention is attributed to the fact that noise reduction has emerged as a crucial challenge that cannot be overlooked [11]. These efforts have been deliberated carefully by acoustically tailored materials and/or altering the design configurations [15]. Many researchers have been bio-inspired by nature’s silent fliers. For instance, Owls and eagles are considered near silent flight [16, 17] due to three features that makes their feathers soft and non-rigid: comb-like feathers at the leading-edge serrations, a velvet-like fluff on the wing surface, and fringe-like feathers at the trailing edge [18]. On the other hand, this will increase short take-off and landing within small city airports that are close to densely populated area [19].

Solid bodies produce unsteady disturbances (T-S Wave) that initiate transition to turbulence as a result of their motion through a fluid flow. Thereafter, laminar boundary layer may separate depending on the fluid flow conditions. The flow can either attach to the surface or interact after the trailing edge and form a complex wake region [20]. The area enclosed by the separated and reattachment points is known as recirculation zone. This flow parameters significantly dictate the flow physics of low-to-moderate Reynolds numbers [21].

Consequently, as the amplified T-S wave passes the airfoil trailing edge, boundary-layer pressure fluctuations linked to turbulent are aeroacoustically scattered due to the presence of discontinuity such as trailing edge [22]. Therefore, turbulent kinetic energy is converted to a strong acoustic wave that is propagated to the far field in a dipolar or quadrupolar manner, and thus, the noise generated is often referred to as trailing-edge noise [15, 23-27]. This occurs at the large-physical length scale involved relative to the acoustic wavelength, for small-body limit, noise generation is limited by the large-scale vortices [25]. The process is also affected by the presence of adverse pressure gradient, separation region and vortex shedding mechanism near the trailing edge [25]. Separation without reattachment reduces exponentially the noise generated since eddies move into the wake area and do not interact with the trailing edge [2]. In addition to the separation, attached turbulent flow decreases the noise radiated when compared with laminar flow [28]. Therefore, trailing-edge noise is considered very important in the design of wind turbines, submarines, aircrafts and automobiles. [4, 5, 15, 24, 29-33].

Aeroacoustics noise is categorized into airfoil self-noise and turbulent inflow noise [34]. Airfoil self-noise is often known as turbulent-structure interaction noise. Turbulent-structure interaction noise is considered one of the component that contribute as much noise level as the engines especially for the conventional aircraft [35]. For instance, trailing-edge noise, which occurs due to turbulent-boundary layer interaction with the trailing-edge forms one of the main source of airfoil self-noise [2, 5, 32, 36]. The swishing noise generated by wind turbine blades is one of the application where trailing-edge noise is considered dominant, and it can be heard at a reasonable distance from the source [37]. Subsequently, this has influenced the certification process due to a high rate of refusal [4].

Trailing-edge noise prediction techniques proposed and developed are based on analytical and semi-analytical methods [38-46]. Analytical models were based upon physical geometry only whereas semi-analytical depended on extra features such as boundary layer parameters and unsteady surface pressure fluctuations [47]. However, predicting radiated noise around serrated trailing-edge is still unclear due to the complexity of the flow field [48-50]. The initial model proposed to analyze noise generated in the presence of a semi-infinite flat plate with serrated trailing-edge was based on the assumptions of effective frozen boundary layer turbulence [39]. The method predicted that the noise radiated in the presence of serrated trailing-edge at high frequency is less
by approximately $10 \log_{10}[1 + (4h/\lambda)^2]$ dB compared to the unserrated (straight) trailing-edge. The trailing-edge noise prediction is dependent on serration amplitude ($2h$) and spanwise wavelength of the serration ($\lambda$). Nevertheless, several researchers [33, 49, 51-56] pointed out that the model does not give accurate solutions when compared with the measurements, it over-projects maximum noise reduction and does not show increase of the noise beyond cross-over frequency [55]. On the other hand, for more noise reduction to be achieved, another comprehensive study proposed that serration height has to be greater than boundary layer thickness at the trailing-edge ($2h > \delta$) where $\delta$ is the boundary layer thickness [57]. In spite of the differences shown above, a study [57] still acknowledged Howe’s model in that narrower sawtooth is more essential for maximum noise reduction. Moreover, previous study [41] has proposed a new model that is more realistic and consistent with experimental work.

Whereas milestone achievements have been made in understanding flow physics, scattering of acoustic wave and propagations of the noise [38-39, 41-46] there have been incredible interest in developing attenuation tools that can reduce noise generated at the trailing edge [58]. With the aim of mitigating trailing-edge noise, varies means of reducing noise are based upon controlling either the surface pressure fluctuations or scattering of the acoustic wave. Accordingly, this has led to the proposal of varies trailing-edge noise mitigation methods, which are classified into two groups based on their plan of action: passive and active control methods [59]. Active control methods act on altering the flow structure such as unsteady pressure fluctuations upstream of the trailing-edge, and passive methods attempt to improve the scattering condition by changing the physical and geometrical properties of the trailing-edge [5, 59]. Recently, varies passive control techniques such as the use of porous [59-62], brushes [63, 64], serration [41, 48, 56], surface treatment [27, 65], shape optimization [52], morphing [66] and flexible materials [67] were developed and investigated for the purpose of improving aerodynamic performance as well as reducing noise generated at the trailing-edge [62]. In this study, the noise mitigation approach is based on trailing-edge serration, combed trailing-edge and comb-serrated trailing-edge. As a result, the flow structure around the trailing-edge is improved and thus reduces noise generated.

Following the nature of the Owls, the use of serration geometries as a passive tool has been widely investigated by several researchers [41, 48, 56]. Indeed, earlier attempts by several experimental studies have shown that trailing-edge serration is one of the promising passive control technique to decrease trailing-edge noise. One of the studies that was performed at high Reynolds number (1.6 Million) showed that noise can be reduced by about 6 dB. Moreover, when applied to the full-scale wind turbine blades, the noise was successfully decreased by approximately 3 dB at frequency below 1 kHz and increases above 1kHz without significantly affecting the aerodynamic performance [4]. Yet on another work, Investigation at relatively low Reynolds number (200,000 – 830,000) found out that noise can be reduced by about 7 dB at frequency below 2 kHz and an increase in the noise level above this frequency. In addition, the Strouhal number based on boundary-layer thickness that delimits noise increase and decrease was determined to be roughly 1 [57].

Some of the reasons that contribute to the reduction of noise are the capability of this passive method to effectively eliminate vortex-shedding tones [33] as well as suppressing boundary-layer instabilities [68]. The increment of noise at high frequency is associated with turbulence intensity near the sawtooth side edges [53], this noise is amplified with misalignment between the sawtooth edges and the undisturbed wake field [40]. On the other hand, crossflow is proposed to be the main reason of increase in noise at high frequency due to high momentum fluid hitting the sawtooth edges frequently [50]. Another extensive experimental study suggested that increase of noise at high frequency is based on increment of the wall-normal velocity fluctuation at the lower side of the serration [69].
Some of the investigations have shown that cutting serration connected to the main body compared to the flat plate inserts have higher broadband noises due to the presence of bluntness, however, they have also observed that increment of noise at high frequency can be reduced with cutting serration linked to the main body [70]. Furthermore, those broadband noises can be reduced by introducing mesh screens that cover the serration surfaces [70]. Consequently, other variations of the serration have been examined recently, and were shown to be more effective. For instance, with combed-serration, an additional 2 dB noise reduction was observed [37].

Extensive early investigations on porous devices have shown that noise can be reduced significantly [71, 72]. A comprehensive study based on the effects of porous edges applied to a flat plate has shown that trailing-edge noise can be reduced by about 7 dB. This reduction was linked to the absorption and stabilization of the unsteady pressure fluctuations. Moreover, this noise is expected to reduce further whenever the amount of the pores is gradually increased downstream as a result of progressive adjustment of the surface discontinuity [45]. Based on a 2D airfoil experiment that is covered with porous material at the trailing-edge, maximum trailing-edge noise of up to 3 dB can be achieved [73]. In addition, another experimental work demonstrated that porous materials could reduce noise up to 10 dB at low frequency with less effects to the aerodynamic performance [74].

One of the parameters that is commonly used to evaluate the performance of the porous material is resistivity, and it is linked to the pressure drop the porous medium. For instance, low-flow resistivity has been demonstrated to reduce noise at the trailing-edge [4]. Similarly, another study based on cambered airfoil confirmed that noise reduction can be achieved as a result of porous flow resistivity, but they have observed an increase in noise at high frequency due to surface roughness created by the porous medium [75].

Another concept that facilitates fluid-flow structure is porosity, it is related to various parameters such hole size and distribution of the holes. Interestingly, radiated noise can be minimized if airfoil surface is even partially covered with porous medium [19, 60, 76]. It has also been demonstrated that moderate permeability provides the highest noise reduction [61, 77]. Higher permeability has negligible resistance, thus regarded as a shortened chord. Whereas lower permeability behaves like a solid surface, thus giving almost the same results as the solid model. However, for relatively larger hole size, an increase in noise at higher frequency has been reported [75]. The noise generated can be minimized if a smaller pore size with sub-millimeter diameter is utilized. This is because smaller-sized pores can suppress vortex shedding noise and turbulent noise near the trailing edges [77]. With those parameters, the flow oozes through the porous channel and surface. Hence, interfering with the boundary layer and lowers the radiated noise near the trailing edge [77]. Additionally, material selection is an important criterion to achieve significant noise reduction [78]. Moreover, correct placement of the porous region on the airfoil’s surface can suppress the vortex roll-up, which will reduce pressure fluctuation and peak swirl velocity; consequently, reducing the generated noise [79]. Furthermore, smooth porosity distribution eliminates sudden changes in the acoustic impedance, which is known to be the dominant cause of the trailing edge noise [34].

On the contrary, some of the parameters that have been reported to increase the noise are pores’ surface roughness [19, 79] and layout [19], improper installation [19], low porosity and vibration of the trailing-edge [78]. In addition, porous materials generate noise when air flows over the transition of solid and porous parts. This source increases with the increased permeability [80]. On top of all that, many porous models such as metal foams produced less noise compared to the baseline [78].

Despite direct numerical simulation (DNS) having lesser physical inputs and more accurate results, it is computationally expensive due to the wide range of the length scale needed to be evaluated [80]. Based on the need of high accurate unsteady flow-field solution, the fluid analysis is
performed using scale-resolving computation known as large-eddy simulation (LES). Large-eddy simulation resolves the energy containing eddies (large-scale eddies) directly and makes use of sub-grid scale (SGS) to analyze the effect small-scale eddies [81]. These large-scale eddies are considered to be the most contributor of the acoustic source [25]. In this manuscript, Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings (FW-H) acoustic analogy is used to determine the far-field pressure fluctuations. This analogy separates computational process into two, which is analyzing the incompressible large-eddy simulation and then the unsteady fluid-flow data are input into the acoustic source term that computes the noise generated at any location from the surface [24, 29]. From the above explanation, this approach needs very accurate results from the unsteady computational fluid dynamic (CFD). Therefore, any fault from the computation of the incompressible large-eddy simulation would completely lead to inaccuracy of the acoustic source term as well as the far-field acoustic solutions [29]. Furthermore, in order to minimize the influence of unsteady flow field within the initial stage, acoustic solutions were performed from a complete converged steady state simulation and a stable unsteady incompressible LES solution.

The computation reported here describes the progress and the use of bio-inspired passive tools to mitigate trailing-edge noise. The investigations were performed around a NACA 0015 airfoil at a chord-based Reynolds number of about 1.6 ×10^5, and for varies angles of attack (-2^0 < α >2^0). Both the mean flow variables and the instantaneous quantities are computed and compared with other studies. Additionally, the far-field acoustic results generated from the source term are analyzed and presented accordingly.

2. Numerical Scheme

2.1 Large Eddy Simulation (LES)

For Large eddy simulation (LES) is a method of numerically simulating fluid dynamics and turbulence. It is a type of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method that filters the governing equations of fluid motion (such as the Navier-Stokes equations) to only solve for the larger, or "eddy," motions while modeling the smaller, "sub-grid scale" motions using a turbulence model [82]. This allows for more accurate simulations of turbulent flows while reducing the computational cost compared to resolving all scales of motion. LES can be applied to various applications, such as meteorology, atmospheric science, aerospace engineering, and many others. The filtered version of this model can be carried out using an explicit method, an implicit method, or a combination of both [81].

The equations that govern the filtered Navier–Stokes and continuity for incompressible flow can be written as; [83]:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho u_j) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\rho u_i u_j) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\sigma_{ij}) - \frac{\partial p}{\partial x_i} - \frac{\partial \tau_{ij}}{\partial x_j} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho u_i) = 0 \tag{2}
\]

Where \( \sigma_{ij} \) is the stress tensor, it is interpreted as follows.
\[ \sigma_{ij} = \left[ \mu \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right) - \frac{2}{3} \mu \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_i} \delta_{ij} \right] \]  

(3)

And \( \tau_{ij} \) is the subgrid-scale (SGS) stress tensor illustrated as:

\[ \tau_{ij} = \rho u_i u_j - \rho u_i u_j \]  

(4)

Nonetheless, the subgrid-scale stress tensor is unknown and thus modeled based on isotropic assumptions as shown by Eq. (5)

\[ \tau_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} \tau_{kk} \delta_{ij} = -2 \nu_{sgs} S_{ij} \]  

(5)

Where \( \nu_{sgs} \) is the subgrid-scale kinematic viscosity and \( S_{ij} \) is the strain rate from the smallest resolved eddies. The rate of strain tensor is defined as

\[ S_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right) \]  

(6)

In addition, the subgrid-scale kinematic viscosity is undetermined and thus becomes the variable to be evaluated. Based on the original Smagorinsky method [84], SGS viscosity is computed as follows

\[ \nu_{sgs} = C_s \Delta^2 \| S \| \]  

(7)

Where \( C_s \) is the model constant, also referred to as Smagorinsky coefficient. It describes the ratio of the cell size that gives the average eddy in a cell; it has a value ranging from 0 to 1 because it is expected to be less than the cell size. The second term on the right side of Eq. (7) \( (\Delta) \) is the subgrid filter width, this defines the mesh size. Lastly, \( |S| \) is the modulus of strain rate tensor, equivalent to \( \sqrt{2S_{ij}S_{ij}} \).

Following the computation of subgrid-scale kinematic viscosity, subgrid-scale stress tensor can now be presented as shown by Eq. (8)

\[ \tau_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} \tau_{kk} \delta_{ij} = -2 C_s \Delta^2 \| S \| S_{ij} \]  

(8)

However, the optimum \( C_s \) value varies for each part of the flow and must be reduced near solid walls in order to minimize the numerical dissipation introduced by the sub-grid scale model, this is particularly the case for wind turbine blades where the surface fluctuations are assumed to be the main acoustic sources. Therefore, the dynamic Smagorinsky method can be used [85].

In this model an extra filter level known as the test filter \( (\Delta) \) is used in combination with the sub-grid scale filter level, in order to estimate a value of \( C_{s,new} \), which is a function of time and space [86]. Following Germano's [85] evaluation, the two filters were compared as follows.
Each where $\tilde{L}_{ij}$ can be computed using resolved eddies in a cell as shown by Eq. (10)

$$\tilde{L}_{ij} = 2C_{s,new}\Delta M_{ij}$$

(10)

Each where $M_{ij}$ is defined as;

$$M_{ij} = \frac{\tilde{A}^2[S\tilde{S}_i]}{2|S_i|\tilde{S}_j}$$

(11)

Moreover, the new model constant ($C_{s,new}$) that provide stable solution during the analysis is presented by Eq. (12)

$$C_{s,new}\Delta^2 = \frac{L_{ij}M_{ij}}{M_{ij}M_{ij}}$$

(12)

2.2 Large Eddy Simulation (LES)

Lighthill's theory, also known as Lighthill's acoustic analogy or Lighthill's method [87, 88], is a mathematical framework developed for predicting the noise generated by turbulent flows. It represents the sound generated by turbulent flows as the product of a source term and a propagation term. The theory provides a way to calculate the sound pressure level (SPL) and the sound power level (SWL) for different types of turbulent flows, such as jet and boundary layer flows. The inability of Lighthill’s theory to account for moving surfaces and volume [86] has allowed Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings theory to make use of non-stationary control surfaces [81]. This has extended the application of Lighthill’s theory to a rotating source.

The Ffowcs Williams and Hawksings equation can be written as [89]:

$$\frac{1}{C_0^2} \frac{\partial^2 p'}{\partial t^2} - \nabla^2 p' = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left\{ \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ T_{ij}H(f) \right] - \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left\{ \left[ P_{ij} + \rho u_i (u_n - v_n) \right] \delta(f) \right\} + \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left\{ \rho_0 v_n + \rho (u_n - v_n) \right\} \delta(f) \right\}$$

(13)

Where $f$ describes the non-stationary surfaces ($f < 0$ inside part, $f = 0$ on the surface and $f > 0$ outside part), $\delta(f)$ is the Dirac delta function and $H(f)$ is the Heaviside function. $u_n$ and $v_n$ are the fluid and surface velocity normal to the surface. $p'$ is the pressure fluctuation at the far-field observer’s location.

The three expressions on the right side of Eq. (13) can be defined as additional acoustic sources. The first term describes the quadrupole source with four lobes; it is related to the velocity fluctuation outside of the surface. This source has very little contribution to a low Reynolds number and thus can be neglected. The second term defines a dipole source with two lobes of directivity. These sources
are generated due to the forces acting on the surface of the body and for this reason, it is also referred to as loading noise. The last term is monopole with a single lobe of directivity. These sources are related to the geometry of the model such as the thickness of the wing hence known as thickness noise [86].

Acoustic pressure fluctuations at any receiver location can be evaluated by the combination of loading \((p'_L)\) and thickness noise \((p'_T)\). Considering low flow velocity, the quadrupole sources are neglected from Eq. (13). Loading and thickness noises are computed as shown by Eq. (15) and Eq. (16).

\[
p' = p'_L + p'_T
\]  

\[
4\pi p'_L(x, t) = \frac{1}{C_0} \int_{f_0} \frac{L_r}{r^2(1 - M_r)^2} \text{ret} ds + \frac{1}{C_0} \int_{f_0} \frac{L_r}{r^2(1 - M_r)^2} \text{ret} ds + \frac{1}{C_0} \int_{f_0} \frac{L_r}{r^2(1 - M_r)^3} \text{ret} ds
\]  

\[
4\pi p'_T(x, t) = \frac{1}{C_0} \int_{f_0} \frac{\rho_0 (U_n + U_n)}{r^2(1 - M_r)^2} \text{ret} ds + \frac{1}{C_0} \int_{f_0} \frac{\rho_0 U_n (r M_r + C_0(M_r - M^2))}{r^2(1 - M_r)^3} \text{ret} ds
\]

Where \(U_i\) and \(L_i\) are defined as.

\[
U_i = v_i + \frac{\rho}{\rho_0} (u_i - v_i)
\]  

\[
L_i = P_{ij} \delta_{ij} n_j + \rho u_i (u_n - v_n)
\]

The sound pressure variations that are generated by turbulent flows are much weaker than the aerodynamic pressure variations in the far field, and the wavelength of the sound is much longer compared to the size of the turbulent eddies that create the acoustic disturbances. [81]. As a result, to effectively model the noise sources, it requires fine discretization of the domain, which makes Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) computationally intensive and not often used for simulating complex 3D fluid flows, such as full-scale turbines [86].

3. Computational Methods
3.1 Model

The NACA 0015 airfoil is a symmetric, low-drag option that is commonly used in low-speed applications such as wind turbines and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Its simple shape makes it easy to manufacture and maintain, making it a popular choice for many applications. In this study, it has a symmetric shape with a chord length of 0.15 meters and a span of 0.296 meters as shown in Figure 1. The design of the model includes a blunt trailing edge in order to facilitate and simplify the process of meshing during manufacturing or analysis. It was determined that a three-dimensional
analysis should be conducted due to the limited number of three-dimensional computational studies that can be found in the existing literature. Similarly, while a three-dimensional analysis yields relatively precise results, it also requires a greater amount of computational time when compared to using a two-dimensional model. Additionally, it is generally believed that three-dimensional flows are less affected by three-dimensional disturbances at high Reynolds numbers [90]. However, in this study, the analysis is being conducted at relatively low Reynolds numbers, so this may not be the case.

In addition to the baseline NACA 0015 airfoil, the study also examines other trailing edge configurations, including serrated, comb and comb-serrated, as displayed in Figure 2. The parameters employed for the serration, comb, and comb-serration configurations in this study are based on established references [45, 53]. These configurations are a result of modifications made to the airfoil's trailing-edge, located around 30% from the trailing edge. For instance, the serrated model involved the addition of sawtooth-like projections to the airfoil surface, with serration height, wavelength, and angle parameters of 38.55mm, 8mm, and 6 degrees, respectively. The comb modification consisted of parallel ridges with a comb height of 38.55mm and a comb spacing of 5mm. Additionally, the comb-serrated configuration was a combination of both serrated and comb configurations and was defined by the parameters of serration height (38.55mm), serration wavelength (6.5mm), comb height (38.55mm), and comb spacing (1mm). The aim of this examination is to assess the impact of these modifications on the radiated noise over the airfoil surfaces, thereby expanding our understanding of how airfoil trailing edge modifications can impact acoustic wave patterns.

Fig. 1. Geometry of NACA0015 airfoil used in this study
3.2 Mesh Analysis

The computational domain, defined by the boundaries and initial conditions of the problem, is discretized into a finite number of points called a computational grid. The size and shape of the computational domain can vary depending on the specific problem and the desired level of detail in the simulation. The choice of the computational domain can have a significant impact on the accuracy and efficiency of the simulation. The computational domain represented in Figure 3 was used to study the flow field numerically. It extended 15 airfoil chords upstream, above, and below the airfoil’s surface. Additionally, it extended 30 airfoil chords downstream to capture the wake region and ensure a uniform freestream condition at the inlet. The mesh is made up of three parts. The first shell is used for the most detailed mesh near the walls, as it is closest to the boundary layer region. This improves the resolution of the boundary layer. The remaining shells are divided and placed next to each other following the first shell. This division provides an easy way to have a well-distributed and detailed mesh around the area of most interest. The selection of the unstructured C-H grid topology is depicted in Figure 4. The value was found to be approximately 0.9, which is indicative of good wall resolution as it accurately captures boundary layer effects, particularly in the viscous sub-layer region.

The computational mesh used for both analyzing fluid flow near the airfoil surfaces and studying acoustic propagation is the same. To accurately capture the airfoil’s surfaces and far-field observer locations, the cell sizes were decreased to around 2 mm. This relatively finer grid improves the accuracy of the computational results. Additionally, using a finer mesh allows for the capture of a broader spectrum of high frequencies.

Considering the main points of focus are the airfoil surfaces, the cell sizes are reduced to about 2mm. A relatively finer grid at those locations enhances the accuracy of the computational outputs. Likewise, finer mesh allows the spectrum of high frequencies to be captured. Similarly, the
computational mesh for a serrated, comb, or comb-serrated model typically employs an unstructured grid approach. The mesh refinement is done in areas close to the trailing edge, due to the complex geometry and boundaries of the physical domain. The mesh refinement allows the grid to accurately capture important geometric and flow features such as sharp edges, narrow gaps, or high gradients. For instance, in a serrated configuration, a sawtooth-like triangular shape is positioned between the serration surfaces to accurately represent the complex geometry of the trailing-edge. This approach ensures a more precise representation and computational results.

**Fig. 3.** Diagram of the domain used in the present work

**Fig. 4.** Close-up view of the mesh over the airfoil’s surface and at the trailing edge
3.3 Computational Set-up

Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) model is a type of numerical simulation that was utilized to examine the unsteady fluid flow within the computational domain. It is considered a more accurate and detailed approach than Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models as it resolves the large-scale, or "eddy," motions of the fluid. The LES model is particularly useful for simulating turbulent flows in complex geometries, such as those found on aircraft wing surfaces. The dynamic Smagorinsky model (DSM) is the method used to compute the sub-grid viscosity values in LES simulations. It calculates the Smagorinsky constant, which is used to model the sub-grid scale (SGS) viscosity, as a local value rather than using a single value for all cases as in the original Smagorinsky model. The local computation of the SGS viscosity allows the model to better capture the SGS dynamics near the wall, thus improving the accuracy of the results.

Simplec pressure-velocity integration scheme was employed, with gradients evaluated using the Green-Gauss node-based technique. To solve all equations, a second-order upwind discretization scheme was employed. To establish a suitable time-dependent solution formulation, a bounded second-order implicit method was chosen. The simulation was carried out using a fixed time-stepping scheme. After evaluating various time intervals, it was determined that a dimensionless time of 160, based on the free-stream velocity and airfoil chord, was sufficient for all cases. This was confirmed by examining both instantaneous and averaged lift (Cl) and Drag coefficients (Cd). The total simulation time was originally calculated using a method known as "hydraulic retention time." However, to ensure that the flow had sufficient time to traverse the domain twice, the estimated flow time was doubled. Furthermore, double precision was enabled in order to decrease the truncation error.

The airfoil surface was identified as the source of the acoustic wave, and four-receiver locations were chosen: one located upstream of the leading edge (8c), one above the suction side (8c), one below the pressure side (8c), and one downstream of the trailing edge (8c). All the observer positions were measured relative to the center of the airfoil. This distance is chosen for a balance between capturing relevant aerodynamic information and avoiding interference from immediate flow disturbances. At 8 chord lengths, the receivers are positioned sufficiently far from the airfoil surfaces to gather meaningful acoustic data representative of the overall flow behavior.

4. Comparison with other Study
4.1 Flow Characteristics

Several validations of the results have been carried out in the present study. Amongst useful resolution checks is comparing the present study’s time-history lift coefficient with other studies [90]. The occurrence of periodic lift coefficients is a result of the transient behavior inherent in the flow dynamics. The cyclic variations in lift coefficients are indicative of the dynamic interaction between the airfoil and the surrounding fluid, reflecting the periodic changes in flow conditions over time. In comparison to a study with the same airfoil profile (NACA 0015) at a Reynolds number of about $R_e \approx 1.6 \times 10^5$ but slightly different bluntness at the trailing-edge, the time-history result of lift coefficients is shown in Figure 5. The airfoil bluntness used in this study is 1.5 mm, whereas the other study has a bluntness of about 1.3 mm. The lift coefficient time variations after convergence are seen with minor fluctuations in the present work and slightly higher fluctuations in the other study; the observed differences in the magnitude of oscillations might be due to the variation of airfoil bluntness or different numerical techniques used. However, they oscillate around a mean lift coefficient value.
of about 0.43. The periodic lift coefficients occur because of vortices propagating through various regions on the airfoil surface, such as the unsteadiness within the wake locations.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 5.** Comparison of the present work with a numerical study

### 4.2 Surface Pressure Fluctuations

Comparing results from multiple simulations or observations is feasible by normalizing the pressure variations. These differences can result in the emission of sound, and the size of the pressure fluctuations can be used to anticipate the resulting noise levels. Therefore, it is vital to compare the normalized pressure fluctuations from the current research with those from another numerical result to identify noise levels appropriately.

A comprehensive assessment of the normalized pressure variations was carried out at specific locations within the flow domain. The fluctuation pattern presented on the normalised pressure fluctuation plot is related to another study [90]. As illustrated in Figure 6, the surface pressure signals computed using the present numerical model were examined at two points: one centred about 50% of the chord length on the suction side (90°) and another one upstream (0°). These locations are positioned 12c distant from the surface of the airfoil. The plot of the pressure variations at the suction side displays a unique pattern with a comparatively low amplitude of 0.00015 in contrast to a reference value. On the other hand, the changes on the upstream side are negligible since the reference pressure utilized is the ambient pressure of 101,325 Pa on the upstream side of the flow. The data reveal that the pressure differences are modest, proving the pressure measurements' accuracy. However, it is worth emphasizing that the significant purpose of this research is to compare the average pressure value between the present work and the numerical study. The mean value for the point placed on the suction side for both is roughly -0.00022, while for the upstream scenario, it is around 0.0001.
5. Far-Field Noise Prediction

5.1 Spectra of the Pressure Signal

In order to relate the spectral contents of signals, Figure 7 describes the results based on FFT analysis of several signals. This spectra offers valuable insights into the characteristics of pressure signals. The plot showcases prominent peaks at lower frequencies (< 103), which are identified as the characteristic frequencies. Additionally, the graph highlights the presence of a broadband spectrum at lower frequencies across all angles of attack, a pattern consistent among the different configurations examined. Notably, significant differences in the spectral shape are observed when considering various angles of attack, particularly between positive and negative angles of attack. However, these differences in the spectral shape are even more pronounced at high frequencies. Furthermore, it is observed that the baseline configuration exhibits a slightly higher frequency shift for the highest peak when compared to the other configurations. This suggests that the different configurations have varying effects on the power of the signal compared to the baseline. The baseline configuration generally yields a slightly higher magnitude within the lower frequency range, except for the combed trailing edge. These findings underscore the effectiveness of the serrated trailing-edge configuration in reducing noise across the entire frequency range. By adjusting the trailing-edge, researchers have the potential to enhance the noise performance of the wing.
Fig. 7. PSD of Pressure Fluctuation at (a) $\alpha = 0^\circ$ (b) $\alpha = 1^\circ$ (c) $\alpha = -1^\circ$ (d) $\alpha = 2^\circ$ and (e) $\alpha = -2^\circ$
5.2 Sound Pressure Level

The Sound Pressure Level (SPL) is a crucial method for assessing the loudness of sounds in various environments. It offers a quantitative measurement of sound loudness and enables comparisons between different sounds. Sound pressure level can also be employed to evaluate the efficiency of noise reduction techniques such as trailing edge configurations. The results of the SPL analysis can be used to identify noise sources and develop strategies for reducing noise levels. Moreover, SPL analysis can also be used to evaluate the compliance of a particular technique with regulations and standards related to noise pollution.

In this investigation, the acoustic field was computed using the Ffowcs, Williams, and Hawkings model based on the unsteady aerodynamic flow field acquired from large-eddy simulation. The whole surface of the airfoil has been selected as the source of the radiated signals because it provides a comprehensive understanding of the noise created around the airfoil’s surface. For this study, the acoustic receivers were strategically placed 8 chord lengths apart from the top (90°), and bottom (270°) surfaces as well as downstream (180°) of the flow. This location facilitates the prediction of pure acoustic signals as less fluctuation is encountered further away from the surfaces. By monitoring the sound pressure level at these different points, it can discover which parts of the airfoil are the primary producers of noise and how the noise is spread throughout the whole surface of the airfoil. Overall, this strategic arrangement of the receivers provides a thorough understanding of the noise-generating process and its dispersion. The observers are positioned on the mid-span plane of the airfoil since it is an optimal place for recording the noise emitted by the airfoil. In addition, acoustic signals were acquired at every time step, equivalent to a sampling frequency of 20 kHz. This permits the detection of sound pressure levels up to a maximum frequency of 10 kHz, which is suited for the current analysis as it focuses on low-frequency noise analysis.

The study gives sound pressure level (SPL) as the primary measure to quantify and compare noise sources at different angles of attack (-2 ≤ θ ≤ 2°). By calculating the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the wall pressure signals at the four observer locations, the third-octave sound pressure level as a function of frequency is produced and depicted in Figures 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10. The figures demonstrate how the SPL fluctuates with frequency, demonstrating which frequencies contribute more to the overall noise level. Based on Figure 8, the graph shows the noise level as a function of frequency for various trailing edge configurations of the airfoil. The trend of the noise level for the baseline configuration demonstrates that the noise level increases dramatically at lower frequencies and afterward diminishes towards the higher frequencies. This pattern is consistent across all the angles of attack indicated on the graph. The fact that the noise level is greater at lower frequencies shows that the noise source creates more low-frequency noise, consistent with prior research at low to moderate Reynolds numbers [86]. When comparing the trend of the noise level for the serrated design to that of the baseline configuration, it can be observed that there is a drop in the noise level over the entire frequency range displayed on the graph. This decrease is more noticeable at frequencies below 1.6 kHz, where the decrease is roughly 21 dB, therefore demonstrating that the serrated structure is more successful in suppressing low-frequency noise. Similarly, the trend of the noise level for the comb design indicates a reduction of about 14 dB in the low-frequency noise level compared to the baseline configuration, although the drop is not as large as that of the serration configuration. Finally, the SPL frequency analysis for the comb-serration arrangement demonstrates a reduction in low-frequency noise levels and an increase in high-frequency noise levels in most situations. The comb-serration model demonstrates a substantial increase of approximately 17 dB in the high-frequency range for angles of attack at 0, -1, and -2 degrees. However, as compared to the baseline configuration, the comb-serration arrangement displays the best reduction in high-
frequency noise levels at attack angles of 1 degree and 2 degrees, achieving a reduction of approximately 9 dB.

Fig. 8. Sound pressure level as a function of frequency at the suction side (a) $\alpha = 0^0$ (b) $\alpha = 1^0$ (c) $\alpha = -1^0$ (d) $\alpha = 2^0$ and (e) $\alpha = -2^0$

Fig. 9. Sound pressure level as a function of frequency at the wake region (a) $\alpha = 0^0$ (b) $\alpha = 1^0$ (c) $\alpha = -1^0$ (d) $\alpha = 2^0$ and (e) $\alpha = -2^0$

The graph in Figure 9 displays the sound pressure level as a function of frequency for various trailing edge designs of the airfoil in the wake region. The examination of the sound pressure level trend for the baseline configuration suggests a little rise in noise level at lower frequencies, followed by a slight drop at higher frequencies. This pattern is consistent across all angles of attack displayed.
on the graph, showing that the noise source is emitting a combination of both low and high frequency noise. Upon inspection of the sound pressure level trend for the serrated design in reference to the baseline configuration, it can be noticed that the noise levels are fairly consistent over the frequency range, except for a small difference at the lower end of the frequency spectrum. This pattern illustrates that serration does have a significant impact on the acoustic level in the wake zone. The measurement of the sound pressure level trend for the comb design indicates a high noise level across most of the frequency range when compared to the baseline configuration. On the other hand, the SPL trend for the comb-serration design demonstrates an overall reduction in noise levels across the frequency range, notably at angles of attack of 1 and 2 degrees, when compared to the baseline configuration. Moreover, the comb-serration model demonstrates a substantial increase of approximately 17 dB in the high-frequency range for angles of attack at 0, -1, and -2 degrees.

The graph given in Figure 10 illustrates the sound pressure level as a function of frequency for various trailing edge configurations of the airfoil. The trend of the noise level for the baseline design indicates that the noise level increases dramatically at lower frequencies and gradually drops as the frequency increases on the pressure side. This pattern is consistent across all the angles of attack displayed on the graph and implies that the noise source is emitting more low-frequency noise. A similar pattern is seen on the suction side of the airfoil surface. When evaluating the trend of the noise level for the serration configuration in comparison to the baseline configuration on the pressure side, it can be noted that there is a drop in the noise level across the entire frequency range displayed on the graph. This decline is particularly noticeable at frequencies below 1.6 kHz, showing that the serrated arrangement is more efficient in decreasing low-frequency noise on the pressure side too. Similarly, the trend of the noise level for the comb configuration also reveals a reduction in low-frequency noise level compared to the baseline design on the pressure side; however, the drop is not as large as that of the serration configuration. Finally, the study for the comb-serration design on the pressure side indicates a reduction in low-frequency noise levels; nevertheless, an increase in high-frequency noise levels is noted in most situations. Nevertheless, as compared to the baseline
configuration on the pressure side, the comb-serration design still displays an overall reduction in high-frequency noise levels at angles of attack of 1 degree and 2 degrees. This shows that the comb-serration design is successful in decreasing noise levels on the pressure side in the low-frequency region while still offering some amount of noise reduction in the high-frequency range for a specified range of angles of attack.

5.3 Peak Noise Level and Primary Frequency

The peak noise level provides information on the highest sound intensity at a certain instant or location, whereas the average noise level offers a better representation of the total noise exposure over a prolonged period of time, often measured in decibels (dB). In the current research, these data are especially valuable for determining the possible influence of various models on the suction, pressure, and wake region. The trend of the maximum sound pressure level as a function of angle of attack for different trailing edge designs of the airfoil is depicted in Figure 11. The baseline configuration displays a steady rise in SPL with increasing attack angle, reaching a peak at 2 degrees. This pattern indicates that as the angle of attack increases, so does the degree of noise emitted by the airfoil surfaces. Notably, it is found that the noise level does not reflect symmetry with regard to the aerodynamic characteristics when comparing negative and positive angles of attack, except for 2 degrees. When comparing the serration configuration to the baseline configuration, it can be noted that there is a rise in the peak SPL throughout the entire range of angles of attack given on the graph, with the exception of -2 degrees to -1 degree. The greatest peak SPL of 39.6 dB is seen at around 1 degree, and a little drop is found at 2 degrees, demonstrating that the serrated trailing edge is more successful in suppressing noise levels. Similarly, the pattern of the highest SPL for the comb arrangement shows a decline until 0 degrees and then a steady rise until 2 degrees, with a maximum peak SPL of around 53 dB. In contrast, the comb-serration design displays a drop in the maximum SPL as the angle of attack increases, with the exception of -2 degrees to -1 degree. The maximum peak SPL of 73 dB is observed at -1 degree. These findings indicate the noise reduction capabilities of the comb-serration and serration configurations at different angles of attack.

![Figure 11](image.png)

Fig. 11. The maximum noise level recorded at different angles of attack on the suction side of the airfoil.
The maximum sound pressure level graph (Figure 12) displays varied trailing edge designs in the wake zone. The baseline design demonstrates a variation in SPL, with a fall until -1 degree, an increase up to 0 degree, and then a decrease thereafter. This pattern implies that when the angle of attack rises, the degree of noise created by the airfoil surfaces changes at the wake area. Additionally, it is found that the noise level does not display a clear pattern of symmetry when comparing negative and positive angles of attack. However, the serrated trailing edge presents an overall rise in noise level until 0 degrees, followed by a drop. This suggests that the serrated trailing-edge is less successful in decreasing noise levels in the wake region when the angle of attack is raised to 2 degrees. A comb structure displays an increase in SPL until -1 degree and then a continuous rise until 1 degree, followed by a reduction again. Lastly, the comb-serration reveals a similar trend to that found on the suction side, with a drop in peak noise level as the angle of attack increases. Moreover, a serrated trailing edge indicates the possibility of lowering noise level at a low angle of attack, but a comb-serrated trailing edge illustrates its potential at a high angle of attack.

![Graphs showing noise level vs. angle of attack](image-url)

**Fig. 12.** The maximum noise level recorded at different angles of attack at the wake region of the airfoil

Figure 13 shows the fluctuation of the peak sound pressure level in proportion to the angle of incidence for various trailing edge designs. Clearly, it can be seen that the baseline configuration demonstrates a gradual increase in the peak level as the angle of attack is increased from 0 degrees to 2 degrees, indicating that the noise level generated by the airfoil surfaces increases as the angle of attack increases, consistent with the trend observed on the suction side. Additionally, symmetry is exhibited only at 2 degrees, and the noise level does not demonstrate symmetry in reference to
the aerodynamic parameters when comparing negative and positive angles of attack. The serration structure similarly demonstrates an increase in the peak noise level throughout most of the angles of attack indicated in the graph, with the highest peak noise level seen at 1 degree. A similar trend is apparent for the comb trailing edge, with a drop in the noise level until 0 degrees and then a progressive increase until 2 degrees, with a maximum peak SPL of roughly 53 dB when measured at the pressure side. Moreover, the comb-serration design similarly showed a decline in the greatest noise level as the angle of attack increases, with the highest peak noise level of 73 dB measured at a -1 degree angle. Overall, these results also demonstrate the possibility for noise reduction when utilizing comb-serration and serration geometries at varied angles of attack.

![Graph showing peak noise level vs. angle of attack for different configurations: Baseline, Serration, Comb, and Comb-Serrated.]

**Fig. 13.** The maximum noise level recorded at different angles of attack on the pressure side of the airfoil

The peak frequency of a sound signal is defined as the frequency at which the sound pressure level or acoustic energy density is greatest. Researchers can identify the dominant sound-producing mechanism or flow characteristic of an aerodynamic system by evaluating the peak frequency. In the case of airfoil noise, for example, the peak frequency is associated with the unsteady flow characteristics around the airfoil. Understanding the connection between the peak frequency and the underlying flow characteristics allows researchers to devise ways for mitigating or controlling sound emission and improving the system’s overall acoustic performance. The graph in Figure 14 depicts the trend of the peak frequency as a function of the angle of attack for various trailing edge configurations of the airfoil on the suction side. The baseline design demonstrates a variation in peak frequency as the angle of attack increases, with an initial increase from -2 degrees to -1 degrees, followed by a reduction up to 0 degrees, an increase up to 1 degree, and then a decrease again. This
pattern implies that when the angle of attack increases, the peak frequency of the noise created by the airfoil surfaces goes to higher frequencies and then returns to lower frequencies. Furthermore, it is noticed that the peak frequency displays asymmetric behaviour in respect to the aerodynamic parameters when comparing negative and positive angles of attack, unlike the peak noise level plot. When evaluating the trend of the peak frequency for the serration configuration in comparison to the baseline configuration, it can be noted that there is an increase in the peak frequency from -2 degrees to 0 degrees, followed by a reduction thereafter. This illustrates that the serrated trailing edge moves the main frequency towards lower frequencies as the angle of attack rises until 2 degrees and has minimal influence on the peak frequency between 1 degree and 2 degrees. The trend of the peak frequency for the comb design exhibits little fluctuation as the angle of attack increases, showing that it has little influence on shifting the main frequency. Finally, the peak frequency analysis for the comb-serration arrangement reveals a similar pattern at low angles of attack and a reduction in peak frequency at high angles of attack. This suggests that the comb-serration design is successful in shifting the peak frequency to lower frequencies at high angles of attack and has minimal effect at low angles of attack.

The study of the peak frequency as a function of the angle of attack for various trailing edge configurations of the airfoil in the wake area is provided in Figure 15. The baseline setup demonstrates a variation in the peak frequency when the angle of attack is varied, described by an initial drop from -2 degrees to -1 degrees, followed by an increase up to 0 degrees, a decrease up to 1 degree, and then an increase again. This pattern implies that when the angle of attack increases, the peak frequency of the noise created by the airfoil surfaces falls to lower frequencies and then returns to higher frequencies. Furthermore, it is also seen that the peak frequency displays asymmetric behaviour in respect to the aerodynamic parameters when comparing negative and
positive angles of attack, unlike the peak noise level plot. Regarding the serration arrangement, it can be noted that there is a rise in the peak frequency from -2 degrees to -1 degree, followed by a reduction up to 0 degree and then an increase thereafter. This indicates that the serrated trailing edge shifts the main frequency towards higher frequencies as the angle of attack increases from 0 degrees to 2 degrees, with no influence on the peak frequency between 0° and 1°. Like the suction side, the trend of the peak frequency for the comb design displays little fluctuation when the angle of attack increases, showing that it has little influence on shifting the main frequency. The peak frequency study for the comb-serration arrangement likewise reveals a stable trend at low angles of attack and a reduction in peak frequency at high angles of attack, which is consistent with the suction side. Thus, it can be extrapolated that the comb-serration design is successful in shifting the peak frequency to lower frequencies at high angles of attack but has minimal impact at low angles of attack.

The graph in Figure 16 demonstrates the trend of the peak frequency as a function of angle of attack for various trailing edge configurations of the airfoil on the pressure side. The trends found in this graph are comparable with those reported on the suction side, where similar oscillations in peak frequency are exhibited. The baseline arrangement illustrates that when the angle of attack increases, the peak frequency of the noise created by the airfoil surfaces goes to higher frequencies and then returns to a lower frequency. Additionally, it is also noted that the peak frequency displays a symmetric pattern. Similarly, the serrated trailing-edge also indicated the shift of the main frequency towards lower frequencies when the angle of attack is raised until 2 degrees and no

**Fig. 15.** The frequency of the highest noise level at the wake region for various angles of attack.
influence on the peak frequency between 1 degree and 2 degrees. Moreover, the comb configuration shows little variability when the angle of attack varies, indicating that it has little influence on the shifting of the main frequency. Lastly, the comb-serration design also confirmed its effectiveness in shifting the primary frequency to a lower frequency at high angles of attack and having less effect at low angles of attack. This illustrates the uniformity of the results and the effectiveness of the comb-serration arrangement in decreasing noise levels on the pressure side as well as the suction side.

![Graphs showing peak frequency vs. angle of attack](image)

*Fig. 16. The frequency of the highest noise level on the pressure side for various angles of attack*

### 5.4 Directivity Pattern

The directivity pattern of an acoustic source defines the directionality of the radiated sound field emitting from the acoustic source. In addition, it also elaborates on the direction with the highest radiated sound pressure, which assists in pointing out the area of concern. The noise directivity pattern at different angles of attack is often represented by a polar plot, such as that shown in Figure 17. From the graph, it can be noted that the directivity pattern of the source is extremely directional, with the maximum overall sound level in the direction of 90 degrees and 270 degrees and a minimum level in the direction of 0 degrees and 180 degrees. This pattern is consistent across all models, showing that most of the source's acoustic energy is being emitted in the direction of 90 degrees and 270 degrees and comparatively less energy in the direction of 0 degrees and 180 degrees. This also confirms the necessity of monitoring the noise level on the suction and pressure sides of the airfoil surfaces. Additionally, the directivity pattern reveals a relatively symmetric structure, with a comparable sound pressure level in the directions of 90 and 270 degrees, suggesting that the source is producing energy in a relatively consistent manner in those directions. However, the effect of
angles of attack is inconsistent across different configurations. For the baseline, the figure indicates a considerable rise in the noise level when the angle of attack is raised from 0 degrees to 2 degrees in the region below the airfoil surface. On the suction side, an increase is noted exclusively from 0 to 1 degree with an almost comparable noise level at 2 degrees. On the other hand, upstream and downstream sides exhibit a consistent level of noise across the angles of attack, with a little increase in the upstream direction at 2 deg. The overall noise level rose by roughly 6 dB and 5 dB as the angle of attack increased from 0 to 1 degree for the suction and pressure sides, respectively. However, a difference of roughly 9 dB and 19 dB is detected as the angle of attack increases further to 2 degrees. The serrated trailing-edge resulted in a greater noise level as the angle of attack increased from 0 to 2 degrees on the suction and pressure sides; however, a drop in the noise level was seen in the upstream and downstream directions. Furthermore, the comb model predicts a decrease in the overall noise level as the angle of attack is increased to 1 degree, followed by an increase when the angle of attack is increased to 2 degrees on the suction and pressure sides. Both the wake region and upstream side resulted in noise reduction throughout the angles of attack. Nonetheless, the comb-serrated design provided a dramatic drop in the total noise level as the attack angle rose to 2 degrees. Notably, the complete structure of the noise pattern is not reflected effectively as we employed only four observer positions, but significantly more spots around the airfoil surface are necessary.

![Fig. 17. The directivity of the acoustic signals measured at a radial distance of 12 chords from the airfoil center](image)
6. Conclusions

The present findings were analyzed through large-eddy simulation conducted on a NACA0015 airfoil, investigating four different types of trailing edges (baseline, comb, serrated and comb-serrated) at a low Reynolds number of $1.6 \times 10^5$. The radiated noise was predicted using the Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings model. The numerical model demonstrates its effectiveness in accurately capturing the fluctuations in the lift coefficient and pressure measurements when compared to a previously published study. However, the observed discrepancies in the amplitude of oscillations might be attributable to the changes in airfoil bluntness or different numerical approaches applied. This analysis also demonstrated that the lift coefficient pattern is consistently accurate across all angles of attack. Based on the spectra of the pressure signal, prominent peaks at lower frequencies ($< 10^3$) are observed, which are identified as the characteristic frequencies. Furthermore, the results also showcase an irregular broadband spectrum with a center frequency of roughly 300–600 Hz for all cases. The noise levels for the baseline are seen higher at lower frequencies, suggesting that the source is emitting low-frequency noise. However, the Serrated trailing edge model indicated a drop in the noise level over the whole frequency range and was more noticeable at lower frequencies below 1.6 kHz, where the decrease is roughly 21 dB, therefore showing that this design is more successful in decreasing low-frequency noise. Additionally, the combed trailing edge exhibited a slight reduction in the noise level at low frequencies. Contrarily, the comb-serration model demonstrates a substantial increase of approximately 17 dB in the high-frequency range for angles of attack at 0, -1, and -2 degrees. However, as compared to the baseline configuration, the comb-serration arrangement displays the best reduction in high-frequency noise levels at attack angles of 1 degree and 2 degrees, achieving a reduction of approximately 9 dB. This study implies that serration and comb-serration are key in reducing noise at high angles of attack. On the other hand, the directivity pattern showed that the maximum noise level is observed to predominantly radiate at an azimuth angle of around 90 degrees for all the cases, ranging from 90 to 270 degrees, indicating that the majority of the source's acoustic energy is being emitted on the suction and pressure sides of the wing. These findings imply that the broadband noise is highly dependent on the angle of attack, not only on noise level but also on the directivity pattern.
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